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Introduction 

 

Elastic Windows allows users to add in more fields into a GP window, giving users access to data 

that is not normally in GP. GP is a very strict program as to what data will be accepted and put 

into the SQL server, but with Elastic Windows the possibility for different data types is endless, 

users will be able to put in text, longer comments, numeric data, images (with integration with 

the upcoming TGP Images), and even files.  

These fields are stored as a table in the database and are entered in an extension to the normal 

GP window, making using Elastic Windows as easy as using the normal GP window.  

 

Elastic Designer is where Elastic Windows are created/modified. With this app the user can 

make their own designs that are custom fit to what the company needs. Templates of common 

uses of Elastic Windows are provided but if a user decides to build one from the ground up that 

option is also available.  

Users can also decide where the window will go and where the table that stores the Elastic 

Window data will be in the database with this step.  
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Access 

 

TitaniumGP® Elastic Windows is accessed through your general GP windows and is used as an 

extension of the fields found within. Elastic Designer on the other hand is found under the Tools 

section of the TGP Control Desk.  
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Elastic Window Creation: Elastic Designer 

 

Elastic Windows are created in the Elastic Designer that is under the Tools section of the Control 

Desk. There, new windows can be created as well as older ones being modified. Once the 

window is created the user can navigate to the GP window that the Elastic Window is attached 

to and select Additional. The drop-down menu will have a few TGP options, and one will be TGP 

Elastic Windows.  

Selecting that will open Elastic Windows; if multiple windows are attached to the same GP 

window they will show up as tabs on the interface allowing users to select the window that they 

need.  
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Elastic Designer: Layout 

Once Elastic windows are created in the designer the user can access the window in the 

GP field they wish to in the following steps: 

  

Step 2 

Click the Additional drop-down menu in the 

ribbon and click TGP-Elastic Windows. 

 

 

Step 3 

The Elastic Window will show up on the side of the GP window. 

Step 1 

Open Dynamics GP card you want to 

utilize Elastic Windows in. 
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 Step 4 

If multiple Elastic Windows are assigned to the same GP window they will show up as tabs 

that the user can click through to view each one.  
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Designer 

Elastic Windows begin in the Elastic Designer, where 

the windows can be created and modified, more 

information on the designer itself can be found in its 

individual manual Here. 

   

https://titaniumgp.com/?page_id=9512
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